
Discover the reliability of our Steel Placards with Etched Numbers, 
ensuring legibility even in the most critical emergency situations.  
When safety is paramount, trust the placards that define the standard.

When disaster strikes, trust in the durability of our 
placards to maintain visibility and identification, 
ensuring the safety of first responders and the public.

Our cutting-edge fire-resistant hazmat placards 
specifically engineered. Our innovative design 
ensures rapid and precise identification of hazardous 
materials, crucial in the event of a crash, derailment, 
or disaster.

Unlike traditional plastic placards that melt under 
extreme conditions, impeding responders’ efforts, 
our fire-resistant solution guarantees uninterrupted 
visibility, empowering emergency personnel to swiftly 
and safely manage the situation. 

Trust in our placards for unparalleled reliability and 
peace of mind on the rails.

Ensure compliance with DOT standards and IMO 
regulations with our meticulously crafted hazmat 
placards. Designed to meet the rigorous demands 
of transportation safety protocols, our fire-resistant 
placards provide you with the confidence to handle 
hazardous situations effectively.

Rest assured knowing you’re equipped with the 
best tools endorsed by regulatory authorities. Our 
dedication to safety extends to addressing the 
concerns of USDOT Secretary and NTSB, ensuring 
your peace of mind on the road.

Unmatched Protection  
in Crisis Situations

Don’t Compromise on Safety:  
Trust the Fire-Resistant  
Hazmat Placards from INPS

Explore our customizable options and inquire about bulk discounts  
and availability to secure your safety solutions today.

Durable Complaint Fire Resistant

Our Placards are Built to Last
1.  Crafted from Stainless Steel for 

unparalleled durability

2.  Numbers etched for lasting clarity

3.  Designed to withstand flame and  
high heat

4.  Fire-resistant properties provide 
added safety assurance

5.  Customizable options tailored to  
your needs

6.  Take advantage of bulk discounts  
for cost-effective solutions
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